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AM: Hard though the pandemic has been for politicians to cope 

with what’s going to come next may be harder still. Mass 

unemployment, as the Furlough Scheme is withdrawn, and tough 

choices about who’s going to pay for everything now. Anneliese 

Dodds is the Shadow Chancellor. 

You have said, ‘jobs, jobs, jobs’ is your focus, but you’re also 

worried about the Furlough Scheme. Can I ask you directly, is the 

Furlough Scheme, is it right to end the Furlough Scheme in 

October, as the Prime Minister and Matt Hancock and others have 

said? 

AD: Well I don’t think it’s correct to be withdrawing support from 

that job protection scheme. Of course that’s it’s original name – it 

needs to live up to it – nor indeed through the Self Employed 

Support Scheme at the same rate right across the economy. We’re 

seeing that with withdrawal occurring for example for beauticians 

who still can’t open, at the same time for those parts of the 

economy that are already open. We need to have a more sectoral 

approach to this, a more targeted approach that links to jobs 

because it means people won’t be coming unemployed in these 

big waves that we’re seeing feed through now. 

 

AM: So when will the Furlough Scheme end? If Labour was in 

power for how long would you keep this going, because some 

people could be furloughed for a very, very long time. Years and 

years ahead. 

AD: Well  obviously we want to make sure that people are in that 

kind of situation for a shorter period as possible. I think the 

problem is that we don’t have those alternative  opportunities yet 
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available. We don’t have the support packages there, so to answer 

your question directly we need to tie this to the lifting of lockdown 

measures. Now other countries are following that kind of an 

approach. We need to make sure that in those sectors that are so 

hard hit that they still have that protection. 

 

AM: So apart from beauticians, which sectors would you carry on 

furloughing for longer, beyond October? 

AD: Well I think where it’s possible for employers to demonstrate 

that it’s not feasible for them to be returning to full capacity. That 

there’s still the need for that support we should –  

AM: So the airline industry for instance? You would furlough the 

airline industry beyond October? 

AD: Well I think that there’s a strong argument for continuing to 

provide support in areas where there would be viability for the 

future and I would say when it comes to aviation in particular, of 

course there needs to be a strategy for that sector coming from 

government. We said they need they need to set that out. Now 

that could involve change – I’m trying to answer the question 

directly. 

 

AM: Exactly. In which areas you would furlough for longer.  For 

instance, there’s been a lot of talk about the threat to live theatre 

and live entertainment. Is that a sector where you would furlough 

people for longer than October? 

AD: Well I think we do need to see a continuation of that 

economic support, particularly if there’s no alternative. Now you 

know if government was coming forward with some of those 

sectoral deals that keep being whispered about but which never 

seem to materialise, that could offer and alternative for some of 

those sectors and that could mean that we could see a situation 

where the cash flow would be there so that we wouldn’t be seeing 

people pushed into unemployment when the increased employer 

contribution comes through. But we haven’t seen them coming 

through yet. 
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AM: Furlough is eye wateringly expensive. Do you know at all how 

much money you would be spending going forward beyond 

October under your plans? 

AD: Well, it is expansive, that’s clear, but we also know that long 

term unemployment is very expensive. It leads to – if people are 

unemployed when they’re young it leads to potentially as much as 

a fifth less income for the rest of their lives. So this is something 

that will be costing our exchequer into the future. Now I can’t give 

you a precise projection because  we don’t know how many firms 

would be in that situation, but government should be looking 

again at it.  

 

AM: While we are blithely spending money at the moment can I 

ask you about the ten billion pounds that reportedly the NHS 

wants. Is that the kind of figure do you think the NHS is going to 

need to carry on properly for the rest of this year? 

AD: Well I would just say briefly, I don’t think we should be 

blithely  spending money. I mean actually some of the spending 

we’ve seen on the app and in other areas and out sourced 

services has not been good value for money. Should we be 

providing that long term funding settlement for  the NHS? Yes, we 

really do need to. And I think in particular we need to be listening 

to what the NHS is asking for, for this winter. We could have a 

kind of nightmare scenario where we have obviously potentially 

the flu again, another wave of Coronavirus. If adequate funding is 

put in at the right time then that could actually reduce costs later. 

So we do need government to be looking seriously at this. 

 

AM: Now we also know that one of the crucial areas here is the 

future of social care.  And Labour produced its own plan for social 

care.  How is Labour going to pay for the huge costs of a 

nationalised social care system? 

AD: Well we need to have a system for social care that really is 

delivering that national service and actually if we entered this 
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crisis with a 120,000 vacancies in social care we’re seeing 

enormous problems and these are not problems that don’t result 

in costs elsewhere in the system. We know for  example lots of 

people end up in the NHS because they’re not receiving that social 

care. 

 

AM: That’s absolutely right, but we have a system at the moment 

in this country of a great network of private providers of care 

homes all over the place. Is the Labour proposal they would 

effectively be nationalised and come into a single national care 

service and everybody working in social care in those homes 

would be working for the new national care service, is that the 

idea? 

AD: Well,  I would say right now the idea is just to protect that 

sector and to actually have the provision there. I’m not going to 

say to you that Labour is going to be advocating some massive 

grand scheme right at this moment when social care is in crisis. 

AM: But you used to, you used to.  

AD: Well we do need a new approach to social care into the 

future. You know even the government has said that they want 

that. 

AM: I’m just trying to pin you down on what that might be, that’s 

all.  

AD: Well I suppose what I’m saying to you is I recognise that 

there’s a crisis in social care right now. That’s what I’m trying to 

point to, Andrew. I think we need to see action on that, because 

otherwise we will see some of those groups falling over. 

 

AM: But you can’t tell me whether you would nationalised the 

current social care network? 

AD: Well we certainly need to see much much more responsibility 

from government for that sector, no question about that, but in 

the short term what we need to see from government is a 

stepping up to the plate to protect those different large swathes of 

the social care sector that look like they could be set to go bust 
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unless action’s taken. Obviously my colleague the Shadow 

Secretary of State for Social Care has been making that argument 

for some time now. 

 

AM: Well  let’s look at the other side of the ledger which is how we 

start to pay for this.  The issue of a wealth tax was raised with 

you on Friday and you leaned into that. Can you explain how 

wealth tax would work? 

AD: Well first of all in terms of how we pay for this – and I will get 

onto that aspect of your question in a minute, but in terms of how 

we pay for this, let’s be absolutely clear. If we end up in a 

situation where in a few months government’s saying that we  

should have taxes across the whole of the population being 

increased, that we should see cuts to public services – actually 

we’re seeing them anyway, we’re seeing local authorities being 

cut. 

 

AM: I’m sorry. I’m less interested in what the government’s doing 

than what you would do. 

AD: Well, okay, the reason why I’m saying it is because actually 

the best way to deal with the costs of this crisis is to ensure that 

our economy grows. If we do that that will erode the value of the 

debt for as long as interest rates stay low. So I think it’s really 

important we recognise that, because that will provide the context 

for any decisions around taxation. It’s my view that if we do need 

to see an increase tax take we shouldn’t see it coming from those 

low and middle income people. Instead we should have  a focus 

on the very best off people. We’ve seen a rise in income and 

wealth inequality over recent years and you know I think those 

with the broader shoulders should be bearing more of a 

contribution if that contribution is needed. But we’ve got to be 

clear, you know that would only be needed if we’re not growing 

our way out of this crisis. 
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AM: We’ll wait and see about that, but certainly when it comes to 

the broader shoulders and the great increase in wealth disparity 

when it comes to assets I ask again, how would a wealth tax be 

done? 

AD: Well this is a complicated area. There’s a  large number of 

academics who are looking at this actually currently. A variety of 

different proposals, and I would really encourage government to 

engage with that rather than looking at tax rises which would 

effect everyone equally. I don’t think that would be fair. Actually 

most opinion polling data suggests the British public don’t think 

that’s fair either. They do think those who are able to afford it 

should be contributing more. How exactly you do that, you know a 

number of different mechanisms to achieve it.  

 

AM: But you don’t have an answer for that at the moment? 

AD: Well I’m not going to say you from the position of Opposition 

that we would commit to that because as I said, I want us to be in 

a situation where the economy’s growing, where the debt is being 

eroded because people are paying more tax because they’re in 

employment etc. 

 

AM: One final really really important question of Huawei. Would 

Labour support Huawei being stripped out of the 5G network? 

AD: Well this has been a really frustrating situation because we’ve 

said for many months that government needs to have a strategy 

around this.  We’ve had some leaks this morning that there are 

security concerns that have been mentioned. We want 

government to be providing an update on the security concerns to 

parliament so they can be scrutinised. Then we can take a proper 

decision around this. 

 

AM: I’m sorry, I’m going to try one more time. Does Labour 

support removing Huawei from the 5G network in this country or  

not? 
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AD: Well to be fair, Andrew, we haven’t seen that intelligence 

evidence which should appear some in government have. Now it 

would surprise me if that’s only arisen over night, over the last 

few days. As I said for many months we’ve been saying that we 

need to have proper engagement with this question. I haven’t 

seen that evidence. I can’t take a judgement, but surely 

government could have done that earlier. But above all had a long 

term strategy for our communications networks, ‘cause that’s what 

this is really about and that’s where we need to have a long term 

view from government. 

 

ENDS  


